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Customer Need 

Version Control Systems (VCSs) common usage is to support systems development life cycle (SDLC). Thus, when 
customer uses VCSs directly in usage case to support source code analysis rather than development, the VCSs being 
adopted for wider functionality process more data than necessary. Especially, but not limited, in case of multiple and 
frequently repeatable requests. This result problems, related to redundant data processing, which is subject to solve 
using a proposed service. 

Proposed Solution 
 
The developed REST API Service along with a REST Client will solve problems. Some of the key benefits of this system 
are: 

● The API will reduce the complexity of many operations, such as viewing a historical revision, from dozens of 

LOC to less than 5 LOC 

● It will speed up operations, such as viewing a source file, by maintaining disk and memory caches 

● It places minimal restrictions on clients, it can be accessed from most programming languages, does not 

require any binaries to be installed and does not require significant local disk space 

Product Specifics 
 
Starting Versions & Release Strategy 

 VCS REST API 
1.0 

VCS REST API 1.x VCS REST API 2.0 

Authentication/authorization in the REST API by client Not implemented Not implemented Implemented 

Requests to not yet registered VCSs Ignored Decision postponed Decision postponed 

In-built capacity to horizontal scalability in the future Not implemented Decision postponed Decision postponed 

 
In case of unmentioned questions about implementation scope, assume the scope not a subject to expand 

Implementation Details 
 

Developed API Service has to be a deployed Docker container with the following services specification: 

 VCS Service Java Application service 

 Redis Cluster cache service 

Redis Cluster’s purpose is to store requests cached by an Application pre-configured to use it. 

Configuration files include: 

 A list of primary systems the VCS REST Service will process, clients can access any repositories on these hosts 

 Items of a list include: hostname, vcs technology (git, svn …), username and passwords 

 Redis cluster configs 

 The docker externally exposed tcp port number 

 A sequence to auto-start components as services. 

 VCS REST Service is started manually by a user by means of passing the configuration file as a parameter. 

 Once started, the user verifies that the system is running by accessing a health URL using a web browser.  
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Physical Data Flow Diagram 
 

Depicted Use Case 
 
A client application sends request for list of repositories available. Than application sends a set of requests to find a 
repository to be processed. After selecting repositoryId client application requests repository by ID and reads recent 
commit matadata from response. Also application reads lists of files changed in the commit and list of files browsed in a 
commit.  After request to find repository by ID and received success response the application starts periodically (once 
per 10s default) sending requests to update notification listener, in case of success response it requests find repository 
by ID once again in order to update data on the last commit. 
 
Summary of resources listed in the table below, More details are available in swagger.yaml file. 
 
/repositories Get list of repositories available 
/repositories/findByName Finds Repository by repository name 
/repositories/{repositoryId} Find repository by ID 
/repositories/{repositoryId}/commits Get list of commits by repository ID 
/repositories/{repositoryId}/commits/{commitHash} Find commit by commit hash and repository ID 
/repositories/{repositoryId}/commits/{commitHash}/findFileByName Returns file by repository name, commit hash and file name 
/repositories/{repositoryId}/diff Get diff of two commits by repository ID and two hashes 
/repositories/{repositoryId}/diffToParent/{commitHash} Get diff of two commits by repository ID and latest commit hash 
/repositories/{repositoryId}/checkUpdatesByTimestamp check for new commits since date-time by repository ID 
/repositories/{repositoryId}/checkUpdatesByLastCommitHash/{commitHash} check for new commits since last commit by repository ID and commit 

hash 

/notify update notification listener 
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Diagram 

 
 

Actors 

Actor Name Description 

Client App A java application running on a different host access the VCS REST API over a network 
connection. The application examines commit history and the contents of every file in a commit. 

Git Server A Git Server hosting several hundred repositories for several thousand developers. The Git 
Server exposes repositories over HTTPS. The VCS REST Service has a read-only permissions to 
all repositories hosted in this system 

VCS REST 
Controller 

The Request Handler for all inbound requests to the VCS REST Service 

Redis cluster A memory cache service to store requests 
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Data Flow Step Detail 

Step Number Description 

1 The Client App sends GET requests for most recent commit details for a Repo 

2 The VCS REST Controller response query contains requested commit’s metadata 

3 The Client App sends GET requests in polling mode to request commit update notification 

4 The VCS REST Controller response query has http status code according to commit update status 

5 The Client App sends GET requests other than recent commit details 

6 The VCS REST Controller responds, Client App stops periodical requests steps 3-4 

 

Milestone 1: Deploy Docker container 
 

Milestone Scope 
Milestone User Story Make a deployable Docker container image. It must include a VCS REST Controller 

draft java application and a Redis cluster. Create configuration files in order to finish 
preparation of container image. Configuration files should 

Steps to Demo the 
Required Functionality 

A Docker is successfully deployable according to draft readme, which is developed 
on this stage. After administrator modifies configuration files according to a draft 
readme, the services are starting. 

 
Key Technical Requirements 

Technical 
Requirements 

Detailed technical requirements and instructions, that falls short of code. Coding 
and testing standards fall outside this section, so you can assume the code has to 
be of high quality. See the milestone example below to understand the level of 
detail required. 

 
 
 

Milestone 2: REST API Server response status 
 

Milestone Scope 
Milestone User Story The VCS REST API Service enable multiple resources, their response statuses must 

be true positive and true negative. 
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Steps to Demo the 
Required Functionality 

Deploy the update version of the VCS REST API 
● Implement request validation code blocks for every endpoint. 
● Implement operative sequences for every endpoint, which include both 

action (if applied to the endpoint) and return response status (negative and 
positive). 

● Manually execute a sequence of requests for every endpoint. 
● A sequence includes request: which return 200, 400 (if applicable to a 

resource) and 404 (if applicable to a resource). Status 503 is out of scope 
of this milestone. 

 
Pay special attention to known validation specifics 

● Requested query’s filename parameter must not contain characters which 
can not be a part of filename. 

● Integer parameter must be valid 
● Arrays must fit into given parameter limitations 
● DateTime parameter must be successfully parsed 

 

 
 

Milestone 3: Deploy a test VCS 
 

Milestone Scope 
Milestone User Story Document the VCS configuration in a readme. Deploy two Primary VCS instances 

and make a test configuration. 

Steps to Demo the 
Required Functionality 

VCS REST application send requests, receive and process responses from any of 
two test VCS. This demo should be complete enough to give you confidence that 
the work is Done (capital D) and can be signed off. 

 
Key Technical Requirements 

Technical 
Requirements 

Detailed technical requirements and instructions, that falls short of code. Coding 
and testing standards fall outside this section, so you can assume the code has to 
be of high quality. See the milestone example below to understand the level of 
detail required. 

 

Milestone 4: Deploy and test Redis cluster 
 

Milestone Scope 
Milestone User Story Document Redis cluster configuration in a readme. Deploy and make a test 

configuration. Prepare test cases. 
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Steps to Demo the 
Required Functionality 

Provide output to console once an item is put to cache. 

 
Key Technical Requirements 

Technical 
Requirements 

Responces with files of 0-1 MB capacity cluster puts to cache. 
Responce before caching equals the response after caching. 

 

Milestone 5: REST API Client Request Rate Limiter 
 

Milestone Scope 

Milestone User Story The VCS REST API Service is shared by multiple clients, if any of these clients 
generates too much load on the REST API, all clients will suffer. Overly aggressive 
clients will need to be informed when their use exceeds predefined limits. 

Steps to Demo the 
Required Functionality 

Deploy the update version of the VCS REST API 
● Set the rate limiter to send 503 errors when a client sends more than 30 

requests per second, set the window time to 10 seconds 
● Manually execute a REST request to show the system is running 

 
Deploy two copies of the Test App 

● Pay special attention to the known limitations / out of scope items 
● Instance one using the parameters 

○ test_duration = [1000] 
○ request_rate = [10] 

● Instance two uses load generation parameters 
○ test_duration = [5, 30, 60, 120] 
○ request_rates = [20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 100] 

● Show that Instance 1 does not see request failures due to 503 Service 
Unavailable 

● Show that Instance 2 starts showing service unavailable once the rate 
exceeds 30 requests per second 

 

Key Technical Requirements 

Technical 
Requirements 

Create a window function to keep track of request rate in a trailing window. 
● You’ll want a class that holds a delta_ms  double variable and a last 

update time as a long. This class will have an update method that 
recalculates the trailing average request delta and returns it. 

 
● Use the following algorithm will keep track of the mean time between 

requests for the given window. 
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    global window_size_ms := 10000 // 10 seconds in ms 

    global delta_ms := 50 

 

       def update_time_between_arrivals(): 
        current_time_ms := now_ms() 

        time_delta := current_time_ms - last_request_time_ms 

        alpha := lambda td: 1 - exp(- td / window_size_ms) 

        delta_ms += alpha(time_delta) * (time_delta - rate) 

        last_request_time_ms := current_time_ms 

        return delta_ms 

 

● Use synchronization to ensure the update method is thread safe, but that 
the critical block is kept to a minimum.  

● the delta_ms should be initialized based on historic data and should be 
configurable. Use 50 as a default value in your config file. 

● the window size, or time constant, is how long it will take a value to reach 
~63% of its value relative to a new observations. Essentially, we are saying 
that after 10 seconds old values are a bit more than half as meaningful and 
after 20 seconds the weight of an observation is < 15%. Observations 1 
minute old are all but lost. This assumption may need tweaking. 

● Your test cases should verify that a string of fast updates to this method 
create produce high rates while slow calls to update return low rates. Your 
unit test must not use sleep or similar techniques to generate pauses. You 
should use an mocked clock object.  

● It is possible that during NTP updates a negative time_delta is calculated, 
be sure the logic handles this correctly. Presumably you would truncate to 
0ms. 

● Be sure to test both very small time deltas (0 ms) and very large deltas 
(several minutes) 

 
Implement a rate counting spring HandlerInterceptorAdaptor 

● You’ll measure the rate of API requests using a high level request 
inspection hook built into the spring framework, java doc 
http://docs.spring.io/spring/docs/current/javadoc-
api/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/HandlerInterceptorAdapt
er.html 

● Add a two new configuration variable for the rate counting interceptor 
○ window_sec - the size of the window over which request arrival 

rates will be decayed, in seconds 
○ max_rate - the max allowed rates in events / second 

● Keep a map of request ip to rate counter, lookup the rate counter for the 
requestor and call update 

● the counter will return the time between arrivals in ms, convert this to a 
rate of arrivals per second rate :=  1 / (delta/1000) 

● If the actual arrival rate is greater than the rate limit, return 503 to the 
requestor 

● The use of a sliding window reduces the accuracy of the rate limiter, but 
greatly improves the performance. When developing your test cases, 
some leeway can be given.  

 
Implement a Load Generating Test App 

http://docs.spring.io/spring/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/HandlerInterceptorAdapter.html
http://docs.spring.io/spring/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/HandlerInterceptorAdapter.html
http://docs.spring.io/spring/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/HandlerInterceptorAdapter.html
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● We’ll want to conduct a real world test of rate limiters, you’ll create an app 
that exercises the VCS REST API with configurable request rates 

● The app will have two test configuration parameters (it should also have 
configuration parameters for the VCS REST API endpoint) 

○ test_duration := [1, 10, 30, 60] 
○ request_rates := [1, 10, 20, 100, 200, 500] 

● The app should output a log with the following fields 
○ time stamp 
○ test duration 
○ request rate 
○ actual requests sent 
○ total success (status 2xx) 
○ total error (status non-2xx) 
○ % errors 
○ % errors that were error 503 
○ time from test case start to first error 503 returned (we’ll call this 

rate limiter reaction time) 
 

Known Limitations / Out Of Scope 
● If deployed behind NAT, multiple clients may share the same ip. This is a 

will be resolved by keying on a server assigned client token. This issue will 
be important in your demo setup. Test apps should be deployed to docker 
in network bridged mode. 

● Each REST API request is not created equal, some requests take much 
longer and consume more resource than others. A better solution might 
give each client equal time weighting vs equal request weighting, but we 
will start with a request rate limiter 

● The calculation of the sliding window may introduce request latency itself, 
for now we are not directly measuring the impact of update the window 
may have 

 
 
Milestone 6: Production Deployment and General Availability 
 
Milestone Scope 

Milestone User Story An administrator will deploy the VCS REST Service for use within DevFactory and 
monitor its operation. 

Steps to Demo the 
Required Functionality 

Setup The VCS REST Service on a host running Docker 1.13 (or newer) 
● Extract the vcsservice.tar.gz file 
● Candidate to complete setup process 

 
See user stories for milestones 1-4. 
Mentioned milestones scope include candidate to define: 
Both functional demo steps and non-functional items 

 


